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ARTIST:  GHOST CAPSULES ALBUM:  GHOST CAPSULES 
SHORT INFO:  
Electro quartet Ghost Capsules can trace their beginnings back to a Bomb The Bass gig in Vienna. 
Here it was that Tim Simenon, touring the ‘Back To Light’ album, met his support band that featured 
drummer Roman Lugmayr and keyboard player Georg Lichtenauer. The three hit it off, so much so that 
Tim relocated from Amsterdam to the Austrian capital. Here the missing piece for the Ghost Capsules 
jigsaw was found in singer Laura Gomez, who Tim had booked to play at one of his club nights. Proof 
positive that there’s no business as sociable as music.  
Ghost Capsules make music for the night. Dark chocolate electro, if you like, shot through with a 
dash of espresso, a twist of chilli even. Their beats and loops are cool and calculated, but emotion 
courses through each of Gomez’s lyrical statements, wreathed as they are in tales of pure fantasy. 
Singing of blood red shoes with killer heels, her verses are revealed under the sharply focused points 
of light conjured up by Ghost Capsules’ music. 
O*Solo Recordings is the banner under which Tim Simenon releases work from Ghost Capsules and 
Bomb The Bass. Vienna electro quartet Ghost Capsules (Laura Gomez, Roman Lugmayr, Georg 
Lichtenauer and Tim Simenon) kickstarted 2013 with their ‘Inside’ EP in February, followed by a 
thrilling, self-titled first album in April. Completing a busy schedule, the band released the 'Magnetic 
Fields' EP, with another cracking remix package, as well as playing live shows across Europe. Work is 
already well under way on the second album. 

 
 

 
TOUR DATES (Highlights): 
Waves Vienna/Waves Bratislava  
Frequency Festival, St. Pölten 
Popfest, Vienna 
Out Loud! Festival, Brussels 
 
INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS: 
Label/Licensing Partner: O*Solo Recordings 
Distribution: Word and Sound / Phonofile 
Booking: ink Music 
Management: Daryl Bamonte 

 
LINKS: 
http://www.ghostcapsules.com  
http://www.facebook.com/GhostCapsules 
http://twitter.com/GhostCapsules 
http://www.osolorecordings.com 
 
VIDEO (Live): 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utrDQkLUSpo 
http://youtu.be/Zd2pL42GNjg 
 
CONTACT: contact@bamonte.com 

 


